Bludging broad-leaf
The Broad-leaved Native Cherry of the Top End,
Exocarpus latifolius begins its life as a freeloader,
relying on the roots of others to help it grow.
This plant is semi-parasitic meaning that for its seedling to grow its roots
must first tap into the roots of a neighbouring tree to steal food and water
(nutrients). However, as it grows bigger and taller, it relies more on its own
ability to trap sunlight with its broad evergreen leaves to provide its food
(photosynthesis).

Centralian Cousin
In the arid regions of NT, there lives a Centralian cousin, the Slender Cherry,
Exocarpus sparteus. It also starts life as a parasite and grows on rocky hillsides
amongst Spinifex or on sand dunes. Unlike its Top End cousin, it is only a small
broom-like shrub 2-3m high. This is where it gets its other common name Broom
Ballart. It has a swollen pink or red stalk that is also edible. Like most plants living in the
desert, it has narrow leaves to help it to save water.
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Tree id ....More features of me!
My bark is dark
grey with little
cracks in it.

I am a bushy shrub
or small tree.

I live in all types
of soil but just
love sand.

You may find me
in monsoon vine
thicket or forest
and beside water.

I can grow up to
6m tall.
Native Cherry

Anacardium
occidentale

What am I?
The strangeness of the fruit of the Native Cherry is not
unique to this plant or Australia. Other plants in the world
also have this adaptation. Can you crack the code to reveal
the name of another well known introduced plant (pictured)
with a similar feature?
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Bountiful fruit
Long before European settlement Aboriginal
people had many uses for this plant. They eat
the swollen fleshy pedicel when very ripe.
The wood and leaves are burnt and the
smoke produces an excellent mosquito
repellent. The wood is used for
making yam digging sticks and for
woomeras (spear throwers).
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Clue:
Native Cherry is
mzgrev xsviib and
Exocarpus latifolius is
vclxzikfh ozgrulorfh.
Also think about how
the fruit is back to
front.
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Leaves are thick, broad,
oval-shaped and usually
dark green. They look and
feel a bit like plastic. Look
closely and you should see
5-7 main veins.

Early settlers use
In southern Australia the Native Cherry
excited early English settlers, who liked its
taste enough to collect the fruits for added
fresh food supplies. They saw it as an
example of the upside down strangeness of
Australia's plants and animals.
The fruit was eaten raw or cooked, but
was only picked when deep red and
ready to fall. The early farmers were
cautious of the plant, as it was
known that the foliage (leaves) was
toxic to stock.
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